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1. INTRODUCTION 
A subgroup H of an ordered group G is called relatively convex if H is 
convex under some (total) order on G. In this paper we investigate the 
structure and properties of the class 0, consisting of all ordered groups with 
finitely many relatively convex subgroups and the class 0, of all ordered 
solvable groups satisfying the maximal condition on isolated subgroups. 
Recall that His an isolated subgroup of a group G if for every g E G and every 
positive integer n, g” E H implies g E H. The following results give the main 
properties of these two classes and the way they are related to each other. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a j%tely generated group; then G E 0, ;f  and only 
if G E 0, and G has$n$ely many normal isolated subgroups. 
THEOREM 2. G E 0, if and only if G is a nilpotent-by-abelian ordered 
group possessing a finite subnormal series whose factors are torsion-free abelian 
of rank 1. 
THEOREM 3. If  G E 0, , then (i) every to&o%-free quotient of G is ordered 
and (ii) every partial order on G can be extended to a total order. 
We denote by 0” the class of groups satisfying property (ii) of Theorem 3. 
Note that the two properties listed in Theorem 3 also hold for a group G 
that is locally an 0,group. Since ordered polycyclic groups form a subclass 
of 02, we obtain the following result as an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY 1. If G is locally an ordered polycyclic group then so is every 
torsion-free quotient of G. Moreover G E 0%. 
In proving Theorem 1 we also obtain some information on the number of 
distinct orders an Or-group G admits. It was conjectured (problem 18(a), 
p* 211, [5]) that the number of distinct orders of an ordered group -was a 
power of 2, both in the finite and in the infinite case. Kargapolov, Mokorin 
and Ropytov [7] have constructed examples of groups with exactly 2n+1 I n! 
orders for any positive integer n. Buttsworth [3] has found a family of groups 
with a countable infinity or orders. In this direction we obtain the following 
result, 
THEOREM 4. Jf G E 0, then the number of distiazct orders on G is ,fi&te. 
This number, if greater than 2, is divisible by 4. Conversely given any positive 
integer n, there exists G E 0, admitting exactly 4n distinct orders. 
t is worthwhile to note that little is known about the number of orders 
of a group G with infinitely many relatively convex subgroups. In [4] Dlab 
gives an example of a simple ordered group with precisely two distinct orders. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ox ORDERED GROWS 
We denote by 0 the class of ordered groups and identify an order relation 
on a group with its positive cone. The reader is referred to [S] and [S] for the 
basic results on O-groups. 
Let PI be a subgroup of a group 6. N is called strongly isolated if for all 
% Yl T.e.7 yn E G, xy1 ... xyn E N implies x E H. H is called G-ordered if it 
admits an order P which is a partial order on 4;. H is called G-belly-orderable 
if eve-y maximal partial order of G induces a total order on H. 
Tine following results will be needed in the proofs of Theorem l-4. 
PROPOSITION 1. ik z‘ = {CA ; X E A) be the set of convex subgroups, under 
some jixed order P, of an O-group G and Lt J be the isolator in G oj the derived 
subgyo~p 6’ of 6. I f  2 satisfies max then (i) C, is rLormaE ir G SOY an X E A7 
(ii) J celztvakzes every jump in Z aFad (iii) Z:’ = (j n C, ; h E A> forms a 
descending central series of J. 1% particular, if Zr is$lzite, then j is nilpotent. 
The above result is an immediate consecluence of Theorem 12, p0 53 in [S]. 
PROPQSITION 2. A subgroq N of a group G is G-ouded if and only ;f 
given any Jinite set of nonidentity elements h, , i = I,..., n oj H, there exist 
sagns ci = -&I, i = l,..., n such that the normaE sern~g~~~~ S(h&..., h’,) 0j 
geegrated by the Q’s does not contain the identity. 
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The proof of Proposition 2 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 of 
[5, p. 361, of which Proposition 2 is an obvious extension. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be an O-group and C-< D a convex jump in G. 
rf dZn& E C for some d E D, x E N,(D) and integers ni and ti , then the same is 
twe for all d ED. 
This is a consequence of Proposition 2 of [5, p. 461 and the fact that D/C 
is order-isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive reals under some order on 
NG(D)IC. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be an O-group containing a normal subgroup H 
that is nilpotent of class c. If G/H is p eriodic, then G is also nilpotent of class c. 
The proof of this depends essentially on Proposition 10 of [5, p. 381. See 
[Z] for a more detailed discussion of Propositions 3 and 4. 
3. Ol-G~ou~~ 
We start with the proof of Theorem 4. Since G has finitely many relatively 
convex subgroups, by Proposition 1, it is nilpotent-by-abelian. Let F be the 
Fitting subgroup of G. Then G/F is torsion-free abelian by Proposition 4. 
If F = G then G is nilpotent and hence abelian of rank 1. If F f: G, then it 
coincides with the isolator of G’ and G/F has rank 1. 
Let C be a convex subgroup of G minimal under some given order P. 
We show that C is actually minimal in the set of all the relatively convex 
subgroups of G. Clearly C <F, and by Proposition 1, C < Z(F). Choose 
any x # e in C and define D, = (x”} and Dz = set{c E C; S(c) n D, # $1. 
Using the fact that C is strongly isolated and contained in Z(F), we see that 
Dz is a strongly isolated normal subgroup of G. Since Co(C) 3 G’, C is 
G-fully-orderable and this enables us to apply Corollary 2 of [8, p. 421 and 
conclude that DE is relatively convex in G. Thus any minimal relatively 
convex subgroup of G contained in C is of the form Dz . Conversely, every 
D@ is minimal. To see this, suppose that Dz 3 Da , where Da # (e> is 
minimal. Since a E Dz , aC;=,piOa’ = xC;=lnjQPj for some positive integers pi , 
integers nj , CQ , /$ and g E G\F. Let b = a~~~,n~~ai. Since C is archimedean 
under the given order on G, b # e for otherwise, by Proposition 3, 
XC;,,n& = az;‘=l?%oei = e also. This can not happen in an O-group unless 
a = e. By the minimality of i7a , we have Da = &. Hence u%=aq~QYh = 
bX;E”=lmw8~ = aC;~,njoB~~~~~,md~ for some positive integers qn and integers 
mK , yh , 6, ; replacing g by onk of its roots modulo F if necessary. By Propo- 
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C contains finitely many subgroups of type .i3, , say I& ,.~.) Da , and these 
are pairwise disjoint because the intersection of two nor 
subgroups is relatively convex. Since every x in C bel 
set-theoretical union of the D,‘s. If n > 1, then choose y 
the coset y& . Since yDI is infinite, two different eiements ye, yb of y.& he in 
some Di , i # 1. It follows that ( yb)-l(ya) = I?-lrm E: B, ,? B, = (e) giving 
a contradiction. We conclude that C = B, and this proves our assertion 
about C. 
Let C, ,..., CT be the minimal relatively convex subgroups of G, n the 
number sf orders of G, hi the number of orders of G/C, , ki the 
number of G-orders of Ci . Then n = cl=, h,ki . y induction on the 
number of relatively convex subgroups of G we can assume that the IziPs 
are finite. We show that the k,‘s are also finite. 
Let C be any of C, ,..., C, . We know that C = Dz for some x E C. The 
number of G-orders of C is equal to the number of G-orders of D, ~ To prove 
this, note that the G-orders of C and of I), are precisely their CG*-orders, 
where CG* is the split extension of C by G* = G/C,(C). Since G* is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the muitiphcative group of positive reais, it is 
torsion-free abelian. Let Q be a CG*-order of D, . Pf it can be extended to C 
at all, then the only possible extension is g = (c E: C; S(c) f\ Q # 4). 
Th is indeed a CG*-order of C follows from the fact that CG* is a 
me ian ordered group and hence an O*-group [6, Theorem I]. 
We now count the G-orders of D, . Pf G* = (e> then C must be of rank I 
have exactly 2 orders. If G* # (e>, then choose any g # e in 
. Every y E G* is of the form ga for some rational number q* Let 
(2; 3y E G*, y = gq> and f or every real number I* define A, to be the 
isolator in D, of the group (xg’; 4 E T, IJ < r} and B, to be the isolator in D, 
of the group (xg’; q~ T, 4 < r). By Theorem 11 of i5, pi 511, the groups 
(e>, A, ) B, , D, are part of the chain of convex subgroups of some G-order 
z . Since every G-order of D, is archimedean, A, = 63, = 
articular x E Aa and hence & = xc:= 3,nfg’i for some nonz 
ti$ and k and rationals 41 < q2 < m.. < qs < 0. Replacing g by some root 
of g, if necessary, assume that q1 ,..., q8 are also integers. 
above expression by g-g1 we obtain xl(g) = e, where S(g) is a polynomial 
of degree --qI with integer coefficients. Without lass of generality we can also 
assume it to be irreducible over the rational field. 
Since D, is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group of reais on 
which g acts, by conjugation, as multiplication by a positive real number OZ> 
we see that cr. must be a root of J(g) and the number of G-orders of D, : 
and therefore of C, is equal to twice the number of positive real. roots ofj(g). 
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This ends the proof that the number of orders of G is finite. From the 
formula n = CIzl h,k, we see that if G has any proper nontrivial relatively 
convex subgroup then ~rl is divisible by 4. Otherwise G is abelian of rank 1 
and has exactly 2 orders. 
We now give examples of groups with 3 relatively convex subgroups 
admitting exactly 472 orders for each positive integer n. Let f(z) be a manic 
polynomial of degree m > 1, with integer coefficients, irreducible over the 
rational field, and with constant term equal to +l. Suppose that exactly n > 1 
of the roots off(x) are positive real numbers. The existence of such a poly- 
nomial is guaranteed, for instance, by Lemmas 3 and 4 of [l, p. 1191. Consider 
the group G = (a, g; &(g) = e, [a, aQi] = e for all i). It is a polycyclic 
metabelian group, its Fitting subgroup is the torsion-free abelian group 
A = (a, up,. . . , asmel). G is ordered and its only proper nontrivial relatively 
convex subgroup is A. G/A is infinite cyclic and has exactly 2 orders, while 
the number of G-orders of A is equal to twice the number of positive real 
roots off(x), that is 2n. Thus G has 4n orders as required. 
Prooj of Theorem 1. It is clear from the above proof that every minimal 
relatively convex subgroup of a finitely generated Or-group G is torsion-free 
abelian of finite rank. Therefore G has a finite subnormal series whose factors 
are torsion-free abelian of rank 1. It is easy to see that such groups satisfy 
the maximal condition on isolated subgroups. Theorem 1 now follows from 
Theorem 3 which is proved in the next section. 
4. O,-GROUPS 
We begin with the proof of Theorem 2, using induction on the solvability 
length of the O,-group G. By Proposition 1, every relatively convex subgroup 
of G is normal and every chain of convex subgroups of G is descending. Let 
G = C,, > C, > C, > .a. 
be a chain of convex subgroups of G under some given order P on G. Let 
C, = fit:,, Ci . If C, # (e) then replace G with G/C, which is clearly 
an O,-group again. Thus assume C, = (e). Let J be the isolator in G of 
G’. Then J E 0, and G/J is torsion-free abelian of finite rank. Let G(*) 
be the last nontrivial term of the derived series of G and let A be a maximal 
normal abelian subgroup of G such that J > A > G(s). A is isolated for 
if e = (gEG;gNEA,n # 0), then B is normal in G, B < J andfor any 
two generators g, , g, of B, [g;l, g:z] = e. Since G E 0, [g, , g,] = e and hence 
B is abelian. Thus A = B. 
Since A is isolated, it is abelian of finite rank. Hence the chain of isolated 
subgroups A = A n Co > A n C, > ... becomes stationary after a finite 
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number of steps. Since fiT=, Ci = (e), conclude that A n Cn = (e) for 
some integer az. Also [J, A n Ci] < A n Ci, for ail i, by Proposition I. 
Hence A is a normal isolated subgroup of J contained in the hypercentre of J. 
By Corollaries 1 and 2 of [S, p. 463 we conclude that A is a relatively convex 
subgroup of J and hence J/A E 0, and is solvable of length smaller than that 
of G. By induction hypothesis J/A has a finite subnormal series whose factors 
are torsion-free abelian of rank 1. This, together with the remarks already 
made about A and G/J, implies that G itself has such a series, Using 
Schreier’s theorem on refinements of series we conclude that the chain 
G = c, > Cl > cz ... must be finite. In particular j is nilpotent and 
nilpotent by torsion-free abelian. This completes the proof. 
DEFXNrrION. We call the height of an &-group G the length of any 
subnormal series of G whose factors are torsion-free abelian of rank 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 3 we need the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let GE 0, and let Cl'--< D be a ~~~~i~zul jump in the sense 
tlzat ;f  K is a relatively convex subgrou? of G and C < K < D t 
C = K OP K = D. If  M is a normal subggroup of G and C < H < II then 
either C = H or DIN is periodic. 
PYOO~. Since C is normal in G we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that C = (e). Let F denote the Fitting subgroup of G. Since D is normal 
abelian, D <F; consequently D n Z(F) $; (e) and by Proposition 3, 
ia < Z(F). Let P = Co(D). Then r > F and G/P is torsion-free abeiian of 
finite rank. Let A, :*.., A, be a maximal set of linearly independent elements 
of G/r. Identify D with a subgroup of the additive gro~up of the reals on 
ich Ai acts as multiplication by the positive algebraic number ai , i = I ,~ ~. ~ k. 
show that the isolator 1 of H is actually strongly isolated. Suppose that 
a . (C n&xp ..- 0~2) E I for some d E positive integers ni and integers yji . 
It is enough to consider elements de D because D is strongly isolated. 
Sincex niap .** IX? # 0 and the c~i)s are algebraic numbers, (C q~y ... CX~~]-~ 
exists and has the form C qj$ ... ct2jl where the qj’s are rationals and the 
iEj)s integers. If m is the 1.c.m of the denominators of the qj)sr then 
where the mj’s are integers and x E: I. Thus md E I and therefore d E I. 
Since D is normal abelian and centralized by G’, it is G-fully-orderable 
16, Lemma I]. Since I is a strongly isolated normal subgroup of G contalned 
in D, it is relatively convex by Corollary 2 of [8, p. 42:. Thus if I f C, then 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We want to show that every normal isolated subgroup 
of an O,-group G is relatively convex. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the 
assertion for minimal normal isolated subgroups of G. Let E be such a sub- 
group. Then E is abelian and hence E <F the Fitting subgroup of G. 
Thus E < Z(F). Let 
(e)--<Cl--<C,-<m..----<F--<.**G 
be a chief convex series of G. By this we mean that the jumps are all minimal 
in the sense of the above lemma. Theorem 2 ensures us that such a series 
exists for G. Let P be the first integer such that En C, # (e). Write C for 
C+, and D for C, . Since D n E is normal and isolated, E < D. Suppose 
that G/E is not ordered. Since G/D is ordered, conclude that DIE is not 
G/E-ordered. Thus, by Proposition 2, there exist g, ,..., g, E D\E such that 
%%..., g?) n E # 4 for all choices of signs ci = +I, i = l,..., r. By 
Lemma 4.1 D/EC is periodic. Thus for some positive integer n, gin = xiyi , 
with x~EE, Y$EC, i = l,..., r. Since E is isolated yi # e. By replacing gi 
with g;r, if necessary, we can assume that yi > e for i = l,..., Y. Let 
f E Sk, 1..., g,) n E; then f = g?l I.. g:l’l a.. g$’ .. . g?s with hij’s in G and 
f* = gThll *.. gzh”“ad for some d E J’, where J = (grG,..., gsG). Since 
[E, C] = (e), f n = xyd where x = x;” ... ~2s E E and y  = y? ..a y?s E C. 
Let jhl,be tp, least integer such that (yr ,..,, ys) < Ci . Note that 
y  3 Yl ,...,Ys “s, so that y  E Cj\C+, . We now show that d E C,-r . Keeping 
in mind that xi E E ,< Z(F), that J < F, and that [Cj , F] < CjW1 , we see 
that [gin, J] = [xiyi , J] = [yi , J] < Cjel. Since G/C,-, E 0, [gi , J] < CG.~ . 
Thus J’ < C,-l and d E C,-r . Thus x-lJn = yd is different from e and 
belongs to E n C, a contradiction. This completes the proof of claim (i) 
of Theorem 3. 
We shall now show that an O,-group G is in O*. This is equivalent to 
showing that any maximal partial order on G is a total order. Let P be a 
maximal partial order on G and let F denote the Fitting subgroup of G. 
By Lemma I of [6], P is linear on Z(F). Let 
(e) -< E-< *-. -< Z(F) 
be the chain of convex subgroups of the order P n Z(F). By part (i) of 
Theorem 3, G/E is ordered. We show that Q = PE/E is a partial order on 
G = G/E. Clearly it is a normal semigroup. We must check that 
Q n Q-l = {s). Suppose that p-lx = p, for some p, p, in P and x E E. 
Then x > p > e. If  p EF, then by extending P to a total order on F, we see 
that p E E. Such an extension is possible since torsion-free nilpotent groups 
are O*, [S, Corollary 7, p. 1171. We show that p must indeed belong to F. 
Since (E, p> is metabelian and ordered, P n (E, p> can be extended to a 
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total order [6, Theorem 11. In such an order p is either comparable to x w 
it is infinite%y smaller than x. In both cases [p, AT] is infinitely sma%%er than x. 
Since [p, X] E E and P induces an archimedean order on E, conclude that 
[p, x] = e. Thus [p, E] = (e) in both the cases, by Proposition 3. Let 
aEF.SillCex),p>,e,[p,a]EPimpliesxa=x3pa=pTp,~~>,[p,liiZe 
and hence [p, a] E E. If [p, a] E P-l, then use [p, a][$, a-lla = e to obtain 
[p, a-“] E E and hence [p, u] E E. If [p, ez] $ P w P-l, then by the maximali~~ 
of the partial order P, [p, a]91 ... [p, u]gm E P for some g, E G. From x > p 
we obtain x >, [p: a] and hence a+1 ... X+ 2 [p, a]“~ ... [p, ci]gn 2 e which 
implies [p, LZ]“~ ..* I’, u]gn E E. Since E is strongly isolated, we conclude 
that [pi a] E E. Thus [p, fl < E. This, together with [p, Ej = (e) implies 
that (p, F) is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G. Since F is the Fitting 
subgroup of G conclude that p EF. 
By induction on the height of G, Q can be extended to a total order HP 
of c?. P r\ E and R define an order on G which is an extension of P. Since P 
is maxima%> conclude that P itse%f is a total order. This completes the proof 
. . 
of part (11) of Theorem 3. 
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